
New Vatican Low Cost Airline

In this day and age of international travel, making the world a smaller place, it seems 
that the travel bug has also bitten the world of religion. The Vatican has launched the 
world’s first airline specifically for Catholic pilgrims, cutting journey times 
considerably. Mistral Air has provided the Vatican with flights to pilgrimage cities 
such as Lourdes and Fatima. But with these flights bringing people closer to their 
pilgrim sites is the whole personal aspect of the journey lost?

Pilgrimage doesn’t seem to be right without the dedication and determination of the 
journey, some say. But it seems many disagreed as was indicated by the fully booked 
first flight of the new Vatican airline.

In addition to the special pilgrimage flights to sites of religious interest, the inside of 
the aircrafts are adorned with inscriptions and logos and manned by specialist cabin 
crew. For example, the headrest covers proudly read ‘ I Search For Your Face, Lord’.

Some feel that this bold new step by the Vatican is a feeble attempt to bring more 
interest to religion in these faithless times. Commercialising the church and the holy 
pilgrimage has been viewed as desecration and a total lack of respect for the religious 
journeys that hundreds of thousands of pilgrims make throughout the year.

The inaugural flight travelled from Fiumicino airport in Rome to Lourdes, France and 
the flights are said to have in-flight entertainment, most of which, unsurprisingly, is of
a religious nature.

But the protestation doesn’t stop at the people. Ryanair has become somewhat shifty 
over another airline offering the very same journey from Rome to Santiago de 
Compostela, Spain, another top pilgrim site, saying, “Ryanair already performs 
miracles that even the Pope's boss can't rival, by delivering pilgrims to Santiago de 
Compostela for the heavenly price of 10 euros”.

It seems that low cost may not be the only deciding factor when choosing the airline 
for your journey, although it has been considered on the new airline flights.

The Vatican has high hopes for the new airline, expecting to serve 150,000 pilgrims a 
year on its shiny logoed Boeing 737.

Despite the criticism, it seems to some like the next logical step; after all, the Vatican 
already has its own postal system, football tournament, bank and pharmacy!

This new airline does offer an easier method of visiting the pilgrim sites to those 
living far away, emphasised by Rev. Cesare Atuire of the Vatican pilgrimage office, 
who said, “The spirit of this new initiative is to meet the growing demand by pilgrims 
to visit the most important sites for the faith”.

The idea behind this new airline service is sound but many are fearful that the 
personal nature of the journey may be squandered by commercialisation. Only time 
will tell.


